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as a modular approach to the
discovery of spin-crossover materials†

Lee T. Birchall, Giada Truccolo, Lewis Jackson and Helena J. Shepherd *

Herein we present co-crystallisation as a strategy for materials discovery in the field of switchable spin

crossover (SCO) systems. Using [Fe(3-bpp)2]$2A (where 3-bpp ¼ 2,6-bis(pyrazol-3-yl)pyridine, A ¼ BF4
�/

PF6
�) as a starting point, a total of 11 new cocrystals have been synthesised with five different dipyridyl

coformers. Eight of these systems show spin crossover behaviour, and all show dramatically different

switching properties from the parent complex. The cocrystals have been studied by variable temperature

single-crystal X-ray diffraction and SQUID magnetometry to develop structure–property relationships.

The supramolecular architecture of the cocrystals depends on the properties of the coformer. With

linear, rigid coformer molecules leading to 1D supramolecular hydrogen-bonded chains, while flexible

coformers form 2D sheets and bent coformers yield 3D network structures. The SCO behaviour of the

cocrystals can be modified through changing the coformer and thus co-crystallisation presents a rapid,

facile and highly modular tool for the discovery of new switchable materials. The wider applicability of

this strategy to the design of hybrid multifunctional materials is also discussed.
Introduction

The spin-crossover (SCO) phenomenon is observed in rst row
transition metal complexes (d4–d7), where changes in temper-
ature, pressure, light, and the presence of guest molecules can
result in a reversible change between high spin (HS) and low
spin (LS) states.1,2 This spin state switching leads to changes in
magnetic properties and colour of the material as well as
signicant differences in the structure. Such switchable prop-
erties lead to potential applications for these materials in
sensing,3 display4 and actuator technologies.5 SCO properties in
the solid state are strongly dependent on the structure of the
material, with abrupt spin transitions occurring in systems with
a high degree of communication between SCO sites.1 Highly
cooperative systems can result in hysteresis in the switching
temperature, leading to a ‘molecular memory’ effect.6

Communication between SCO centres takes the form of elastic
interactions in the solid state, usually interpreted as strong
intermolecular interactions between switching centres.7 Where
cooperativity is weaker, more gradual and incomplete transi-
tions are observed, while more complex effects lead to multi-
step SCO proles.

One of the most signicant challenges in the eld of SCO is
predicting the temperature at which individual materials
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undergo switching as well as tailoring it towards the require-
ments of each application. In some cases it has been possible to
relate the ligand eld strength with the temperature at which
SCO occurs (T1

2
),8 but intra- and intermolecular interactions also

play a substantial role in changing the relative stability of HS
and LS states,9,10 making prediction of properties difficult. This
is clearly illustrated by the fact that different polymorphs of the
same molecular SCO material are known to have signicantly
different transition temperatures or degrees of cooperativity.11

Previously explored strategies for tuning the SCO behaviour of
materials without changing the coordination environment
around the metal centre include the incorporation of different
solvent molecules into the crystal structure,12–14 changing non-
coordinating anions15–19 and modifying remote ligand substit-
uents.9,20 However, each of these approaches has limitations.
For example, solvates of molecular materials tend to have low
thermal stability compared to the parent compound and the
choice of solvent incorporated is limited by solubility consid-
erations. Changing the anion is limited by the comparatively
low number of small, non-coordinating anions commercially
available, and modifying ligands adds synthetic complexity,
which is a signicant disadvantage for large-scale applications
of these systems. Here we propose using co-crystallisation of
SCOmaterials with commercially available coformers to change
the supramolecular organization of switching units as a simple
and effective way to modify SCO properties and simultaneously
improve our understanding of the factors affecting SCO in the
solid-state.

Co-crystallisation involves supramolecular aggregation of
two or more different molecules to achieve a range of outcomes
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Structures of (a) 2,6-bis(pyrazol-3-yl)pyridine (3-bpp), (b) 1,2-
di(4-pyridyl)ethylene (bpe), (c) 4,40azopyridine (azp) (d) 4,40-bipyridine
(bipy), (e) 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane (bpa), and (f) 2,20-dipyridyl disulfide
(dpds).
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including solid solutions, solvates, molecular salts and cocrys-
tals.21 The term ‘cocrystal’ has been rather more difficult to
dene, due in part to the regulatory environment of the phar-
maceutical industry in which much early work into cocrystals
was conducted.22 Without wishing to reiterate the arguments
involved in that discussion, for clarity we dene a ‘SCO-coc-
rystal’ as a crystallographically ordered combination of a SCO-
active material (either salt or neutral species) and a second
material known as a coformer, which is a solid at ambient
conditions. One signicant advantage of co-crystallisation that
has been exploited extensively in organic materials and phar-
maceutical applications is that there is an element of rational
design in their synthesis through the use of functional groups
with known supramolecular complementarity (so-called supra-
molecular synthons) of the material and coformer.23 Such
a degree of control over molecular aggregation may one day
offer the ability to design molecular SCO materials with prop-
erties tailored to specic applications. Changing the coformer is
signicantly more facile than covalent modication of ligands
and thus there is huge scope for rapid materials discovery,
investigation of structure–property correlations in a systematic
manner and even the development of hybrid materials through
the use of active coformers.

Previously, an elegant series of halogen-bonded SCO-cocrystal
networks have been presented in which the structure-directing
halogen bonding interactions occur in the second coordination
sphere between the coformers, anions, and solvent, without
directly bridging SCO moieties.24–27 Studies of SCO-cocrystals
where the coformer interacts directly with the SCO complex
also exist, but focus on the effect of chemical modication of the
material rather than modifying the supramolecular architec-
ture,28 or were discovered serendipitously rather than as a result
of systematic investigation.29 There are also examples of what
may be considered ionic co-crystals, in which the organic
coformer also acts as a counterion.18,19,30 In some cases, for
example, when TCNQd� was used, additional properties such as
(semi)conducting behaviour have been achieved.31–38 However,
examples of ionic SCO-cocrystals are oen highly solvated, and
difficulties with reproducibility and elucidation of structure–
property correlations have been associated with desolvation
effects. The use of neutral rather than charged molecules would
allow the incorporation of a much wider range of coformers to be
employed, increasing the modularity of the approach.

The SCO system we focus on here is [Fe(3-bpp)2]$2A (where 3-
bpp ¼ 2,6-di(pyrazol-3-yl)pyridine, A ¼ BF4

� (1a) or PF6
� (1b)),

which (along with many derivatives) is well-known in the eld of
SCO materials.39,40 These systems have been investigated for
several decades and their SCO behaviour is highly dependent on
the presence of water or other solvents of crystallisation, as well
as the anion present.39 In recent work, this cation has been
paired with carboxylate anions to form salts in which the anion
bridges directly between cations.18,19,30 The unsolvated parent
complexes used here, 1a and 1b have both been shown to be
SCO active. 1a undergoes an abrupt spin transition with a 10 K
hysteresis (T1

2
¼ 173 K on cooling and 183 on heating).41 1b

shows a relatively abrupt, but incomplete SCO at 177 K without
hysteresis.42
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The system was chosen due to the presence of four hydrogen-
bond donating pyrazole moieties with a well-dened relative
disposition. Both the BF4

� and PF6
� counter-ions were used due

to their relatively low charge density to minimize potential
competition for hydrogen bonding to the pyrazole hydrogen
bond donors. The ditopic pyridine-based molecules 4,40-bipyr-
idine (bipy), 1,2-di(4-pyridyl)ethylene (bpe), 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)
ethane (bpa), 4,40-azopyridine (azp) and 2,20-dipyridyl disulde
(dpds) (Fig. 1) were selected as coformers due to the expected
formation of pyrazole–pyridine hydrogen bonds as supramo-
lecular synthons. Three of these coformers (bipy, bpe and azp)
are expected to be relatively linear and rigid in solution as well
as in the solid state. The alkyl-containing bpa is expected to be
more exible, while the bent structure of the dpds allows for
a greater diversity of possible supramolecular architectures. The
aim of this specic study is to modify the crystal packing via co-
crystallisation with a series of neutral coformers in a modular
and systematic manner, and then to determine how the struc-
tural modications affect switching behaviour. The long-term
goal of this new approach is to use co-crystallisation (particu-
larly its demonstrated elements of supramolecular control) to
design SCO systems with specic properties tailored to indi-
vidual applications.
Results and discussion

All cocrystals were grown through slow evaporation of a meth-
anolic solution of 1a or 1b and the appropriate coformer in
a 1 : 2 stoichiometric ratio. Full experimental details, including
synthetic protocols are provided in the experimental section of
the ESI. Eleven novel cocrystals were successfully synthesized
through co-crystallisation of [Fe(3-bpp)2][BF4]2 (1a) and [Fe(3-
bpp)2][PF6]2 (1b) with the ditopic coformers shown in Fig. 1. In
1, the 3-bpp ligands are orthogonal and the H-bond donors on
the two ligands point in opposite directions. In all cocrystals,
the coformers bridge between adjacent cations of 1 via
hydrogen-bonding to form innite one-dimensional (1D)
chains, 2D sheets or 3D networks, examples of which are shown
in Fig. 2.
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3176–3186 | 3177



Fig. 2 Structures of (a) 1a$bipy at 250 K showing AB-type 1D chain
structure (b) 1b$azp(b) showing CC-type 1D chain structure, (c);
1b$bpa showing 2D sheet structure and (d) 1b$dpds showing 3D
network formation. Iron atoms are shown as red spheres, 3-bpp
ligands are shown in blue, coformers are shown in green and hydrogen
bonding interactions are shown as red dotted lines. Symmetry equiv-
alent coformers are coloured the same shade of green. All counterions
and hydrogen atoms not involved in hydrogen bonding are omitted for
clarity.
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When 1a and 1b are co-crystallised with bipy, bpe and azp,
they form innite 1D chains through hydrogen bonding inter-
actions. When bpa is used, the cocrystals consist of 2D
Table 1 Summary of the eleven cocrystals synthesised in this study includ
spin state at ambient temperature (RT) is also indicated

Coformer

Linear,

bpe azp

[Fe(3-bpp)2]
[BF4]2

Co-crystal
abbreviation

1a$bpe 1a$azp(a)

Supramolecular
structure

1D chain CC 1D chain AB

Space group P21/c P�1

SCO activity HS at RT.
Gradual
incomplete SCO

HS at RT.
Stepped SCO

[Fe(3-bpp)2]
[PF6]2

Co-crystal
abbreviation

1b$bpe 1b$azp(a)

Supramolecular
structure

1D chain AB 1D chain AB

Space group P�1 P�1

SCO activity HS at RT. Abrupt
stepped SCO
with hysteresis

Stepped SCO
with small
hysteresis
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hydrogen-bonded sheets, while the dpds coformer leads to a 3D
hydrogen-bonded network with 1b. The supramolecular archi-
tecture of each of the cocrystals along with their crystallo-
graphic space groups and SCO properties are summarized in
Table 1. Eight of the cocrystals are SCO-active, with three in the
HS state at all investigated temperatures. In all cases the SCO
properties are distinct from the parent complex, demonstrating
that co-crystallisation can be used tomodify SCO properties. We
begin this section with a discussion of the different supramo-
lecular architectures observed across the series before
describing the details of each compound separately. We then
address structure–property relationships across the series,
looking at the effect of coformer choice on the SCO properties.
Supramolecular architecture

1D chains. 1D supramolecular chains are produced in coc-
rystals involving the bipy, bpe and azp coformers, and are
formed as cations of 1 are bridged via hydrogen-bonding
through pairs of coformers. While the overall hydrogen-
bonding topology is the same, subtle differences in symmetry
lead to signicant differences in the SCO properties of these
systems (vide infra). In total, eight different cocrystal types were
isolated that showed this 1D chain structure: 1a$bipy, 1a$bpe,
ing supramolecular architecture, space group and SCO behaviour. The

rigid Flexible Bent

bipy bpa dpds

1a$azp(b) 1a$bipy 1a$bpa —

1D chain CC 1D chain AB
(<340 K) CC
($340 K,
irreversible)

2D layers —

P21/c P�1 (<340 K), P21/
n ($340 K,
irreversible)

I2/a —

HS at RT.
Incomplete SCO

Gradual
incomplete SCO.
Prole changes
aer irreversible
transition

HS at RT. No
SCO observed

—

1a$azp(b) 1b$bipy 1b$bpa 1b$dpds

1D chain CC 1D chain AB 2D layers 3D network

P21/n C2/m P21 P3221

HS at RT. Not
SCO active

LS at RT. SCO
above 420 K

HS at RT. Abrupt
SCO with
hysteresis

HS at RT. Not
SCO active

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Fragments of the crystal structures of each coformer of 1a (left)
and curves indicating their SCO behaviour (right). (a) CC-type 1D chain
structure observed in 1a$bpe at 290 K. (b) AB-type 1D chain structure
of 1a$azp(a) at 270 K. (c) CC-type 1D chain structure of 1a$azp(b) at
270 K (d) AB-type 1D chain structure observed in 1a$bipy at 250 K (e)
2D supramolecular sheet structure of 1a$bpa at 150 K. Atomic
displacement parameters are drawn at 50% probability.
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two distinct polymorphs of 1a$azp and the 1b analogues of
these as summarised in Table 1.

The eight 1D chain cocrystals can be divided into two sub-
groups, denoted AB- and CC-type chains, depending on the
crystallographic equivalence of different coformers. In the
chains labelled AB, the pair of coformers that bridge between
any two cations are crystallographically equivalent. These pairs
are crystallographically distinct from the adjacent pair along the
chain. As a consequence, AB-type chains have two distinct Fe–Fe
distances along the chain. By contrast, the chains labelled CC
are formed through pairs of inequivalent coformers bridging
between two cations, but in this case coformer pairs are iden-
tical along the chain and thus all Fe–Fe distances along the
chain are identical. AB-type chains have P�1 symmetry, while CC-
type chains have P21/c (or P21/n) space group symmetry. In both
cases all cations of 1 are equivalent at room temperature, with
one [Fe(3-bpp)2]

2+ cation, two anions and two coformers in the
asymmetric unit. The exception to this classication is 1b$bipy
(AB-type), which crystallises in the space group C2/m, with half
a cation, two anions and two coformers (the anions and cations
are located on special positions with occupancy of 50%) in the
asymmetric unit. In this case, although AB-type ordering is
observed with alternating Fe–Fe distances along the chain,
there is additional internal symmetry imposed on the system
due to the different space group. In some of the 1D chain coc-
rystals, the coformers show a ‘pedal motion’ type of disorder,
which is common in these molecules in the solid state.43

Examples of AB- and CC-type 1D chains are presented in Fig. 2.
BF4

� or PF6
� anions are located between chains and do not

form any hydrogen-bonding interactions with either the cation
or the coformers.

2D sheets. The bipy, bpe and azp coformers are typically
close to planar in their conformation due to the conjugation
present, whereas the lack of conjugation in the bpa coformer
allows greater conformational exibility. While the bpa
coformer can adopt a very similar, planar conformation to bpe
or azp as seen in previous work,44 here less planar conforma-
tions of the bpa coformer are observed, which gives rise to 2D
supramolecular sheets, as shown in Fig. 2c. 1a$bpa crystallises
in the I2/a space group with only half of the complex, one anion
and one coformer present in the asymmetric unit. By contrast,
1b$bpa crystallises in the P21 space group with one [Fe(3-
bpp)2]

2+ cation, two anions and two crystallographically distinct
bpa coformers present in the asymmetric unit. The anions are
located between sheets and do not participate in hydrogen-
bonding.

3D network. The hydrogen-bond accepting pyridyl moieties
on the dpds ligand are oriented very differently than in any of
the other coformers. In the 1b$dpds cocrystal, this results in
a dense 3D hydrogen bonding network being formed between
the cation and the dpds coformer. It crystallises in the space
group P3221, with half a [Fe(3-bpp)2]

2+ cation and one dpds
coformer in the asymmetric unit along with two independent
anions, which are located on special positions and so have 50%
occupancy, maintaining overall charge balance. As expected,
the topology of the hydrogen-bonding network is very different
from either the 1D chains or 2D sheets described so far for the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
rigid and exible coformers respectively. The PF6
� anions are

located in channels within the structure and do not form
directional interactions with either the cations or coformers.
Cocrystals of [Fe(3-bpp)2][BF4]2 (1a)

Before general structure–property correlations can be drawn it
is important to understand the SCO behaviour of each specic
compound. A fragment of each crystal structure and graphs
showing the thermal SCO behaviour for each cocrystal of 1a are
shown in Fig. 3.

1a$bpe. The cocrystal of 1a and bpe (1a$bpe) crystallizes in the
P21/c space group with one [Fe(bpp)2]

2+ cation and two coformers
in the asymmetric unit. The cations are linked by 1D supramo-
lecular chains showing CC-type ordering of coformers, a section
of which is shown in Fig. 3a. Single crystal X-ray diffraction
analysis at room temperature shows that the structure was in the
HS state, with an octahedral volume of 12.47(1) Å3; there is
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3176–3186 | 3179
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a slight structural disorder observed in one of the coformers.
Magnetic susceptibility measurements conrm the expected HS
state at high temperatures (cMT � 3.2 cm3 K mol�1), with
a gradual and incomplete transition of c.a. 20% of the Fe centres
to the LS state, which is centred around 130 K and is reversible on
heating.

1a$azp. The slow evaporation of a methanol solution con-
taining 1a and azp in a 1 : 2 stoichiometric ratio gave rise to the
formation of concomitant cocrystal polymorphs, denoted
1a$azp(a) and 1a$azp(b). Crystals of each polymorph can be
easily distinguished visually; crystals of the a-polymorph are
yellow, with a plate-like morphology, while crystals of the b-
polymorph are darker and form large block-like parallelepipeds.
During crystallization, the b-polymorph is the major compo-
nent, greatly outweighing the proportion of the a-polymorph
obtained. Consequently, it was not possible to isolate a pure
sample of the a-polymorph in sufficient quantities for analysis
via magnetometry. A sample of the b-polymorph was analysed
using squid magnetometry, although the possibility that this
sample was contaminated with a very small quantity of the a-
polymorph cannot be excluded.

The rst polymorph, 1a$azp(a) crystallizes in the P�1 space
group with AB-type ordering of the 1D supramolecular chains. In
the absence of a phase pure sample of the a polymorph,
magnetometry measurements were not performed. Instead, the
volume of the Fe–N6 coordination octahedron was determined as
a function of temperature using single-crystal X-ray diffraction
measurements as a way to monitor the SCO behaviour, as shown
in Fig. 3b. At 270 K the material is in the HS state (VFe–N6 ¼
12.51(1) Å3) and undergoes a partial SCO centered around 210 K
to a mixed state with c.a. 55% HS and 45% LS centres (VFe–N6 ¼
11.17(1) Å3). On further cooling the remaining HS sites undergo
SCO, located around 120 K to a fully LS state (VFe–N6 ¼ 9.87(1) Å3

at 80 K). Despite careful inspection of the diffraction pattern, no
supercell reections that might indicate a symmetry-breaking
transition with an ordered mixed spin state intermediate phase
were observed. However, an isostructural phase transition was
observed between 130 and 120 K, associated with the second step
in the SCO. The transition does not affect the number of inde-
pendent Fe centres, and they remain equivalent throughout. The
AB-type chain topology is also retained, but these chains become
more linear during the transition to the low temperature phase,
Fig. 4 1D chain structure of 1a$azp(a) in the (a) high temperature and
(b) low temperature phases showing increased linearity of chains in
low temperature phase.
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as shown in Fig. 4. Unit cell parameters for this and all other
reported complexes are provided in the ESI.†

The second polymorph, 1a$azp(b), also forms 1D supramo-
lecular chains, but with CC-type ordering of coformers rather
than AB-type as observed in the a-polymorph. The difference
between AB and CC-type ordering is explained in detail above
and shown schematically in Fig. 2. At 270 K, the structure is in
the HS state, as identied from the volume of the Fe–N6 octa-
hedron (VFe–N6 ¼ 12.43(1) Å3). On cooling the cocrystal
undergoes a partial SCO to a mixed spin state comprising
approximately 50% HS and 50% LS at 80 K (VFe–N6 ¼ 10.89(1)
Å3). Magnetometry measurements conrm this incomplete SCO
behaviour, with a gradual SCO from the HS state to a mixed spin
state located around 210 K, which is the same temperature
range as the rst step in the stepped SCO observed for the a-
polymorph. The measurement was performed on a sample that
may have been contaminated with a very small fraction of the a-
polymorph, reected in a small decrease in cMT around 125 K,
which corresponds to the second step in the SCO of the a-
polymorph. The b-polymorph does not show a second step in
the SCO, remaining in the mixed spin state, as conrmed by
single crystal diffraction measurements. A powder diffraction
pattern of the measured sample and that simulated from the
a and b-polymorphs is shown in the ESI, Fig. S8.† Again, it is
worth noting that there was no evidence of symmetry breaking
or ordering of the mixed spin state in this material.

1a$bipy. The cocrystal 1a$bipy (Fig. 3d) has AB-type chain
structure and is in amixed spin state at 300 K, with a cMT of 0.78
cm3 K mol�1 equating to c.a. 20% HS, 80% LS state, which is
supported by a VFe–N6 value of 10.20(1) Å3. Upon cooling, the
sample undergoes gradual SCO and becomes fully LS around
200 K. Upon heating, the sample undergoes a gradual SCO up to
around 310 K where the increase in cMT SCO becomes more
abrupt. On further warming the SCO prole again becomes
more gradual. By 400 K, the cation is still not in the fully HS
state, with amaximum cMT of 2.1 cm3 Kmol�1. The evolution of
VFe–N6 closely reects this behaviour, increasing to a maximum
of 11.23(2) Å3 at 390 K. Both measurements suggest a maximum
proportion of c.a. 70% HS and 30% LS at the highest recorded
temperatures.

On a second thermal cycling, the evolution of cMT is
signicantly different from that initially observed. The abrupt
region of the SCO disappears and is instead replaced by a more
gradual transition between 400 and 200 K. There is also a higher
residual HS fraction at low temperatures recorded during the
second thermal cycle, observed in both the magnetic data and
with an increased VFe–N6 10.73(1) Å3 at 300 K aer thermal
cycling. Inspection of structural parameters provides an expla-
nation as to the differences between the rst and second
thermal cycles observed in the magnetic data. On warming from
room temperature, single crystals of 1a$bipy undergo an irre-
versible phase transition from P�1 to P21/n at 340 K. The effect is
to transform the 1D chain structure from AB-type observed at
temperatures below 340 K to CC-type at higher temperatures.
On cooling back to 300 K, the CC-type structure is preserved,
revealing the phase transition to be irreversible. The CC-type
chain structure has a more gradual transition than the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Fragments of the crystal structures of each coformer of 1b (left)
and curves indicating their SCO behaviour (right). (a) AB-type 1D chain
structure observed in 1b$bpe at 200 K (on cooling). (b) AB-type 1D
chain structure of 1b$azp(a) at 270 K. (c) CC-type 1D chain structure of
1b$azp(b) at 250 K (d) AB-type 1D chain structure observed in 1b$bipy
at 298 K (e) 2D supramolecular sheet structure of 1b$bpa at 190 K (f)
3D supramolecular network structure of 1b$dpds at 80 K. Atomic
displacement parameters are drawn at 50% probability.

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic illustration of structural pathway between HS and
LS phases, which both display AB supramolecular chain architectures
and the IP, which contains four crystallographically distinct coformers.
(b) Variation in unit cell lengths as a function of temperature. Unit cell
angles are provided in the ESI† (c) view of the cocrystal in the IP
showing long-range order of HS (yellow) and LS (red) sites along the

Edge Article Chemical Science
initially observed AB-type, and it may be assumed that it is the
more thermodynamically stable phase in this specic system
due to the irreversible nature of this transition.

1a$bpa (Fig. 3e) crystallises in the space group I2/a, with only
half of the complex and one coformer present in the asymmetric
unit. The structure consists of 2D supramolecular layers formed
through the hydrogen bonding between 1a complexes and bpa
coformers, a fragment of which is shown in Fig. 5e. Magnetic
measurements reveal that the cocrystal does not exhibit SCO
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
behaviour and remains in the HS state on cooling from 290 K,
where it has a cMT value of 3.17 cm3 K mol�1.
Cocrystals of [Fe(3-bpp)2][PF6]2 (1b)

1b$bpe. The 1b$bpe cocrystal, shown in Fig. 5a, crystallises
in the P�1 space group with AB ordering of the 1D supramolec-
ular chains, unlike its tetrauoroborate analogue. Squid
magnetometry data show that at room temperature the cocrys-
tal is in the HS state and undergoes an abrupt spin transition on
cooling to a 50% HS, 50% LS intermediate phase (IP), which is
centred at 178 K. On further cooling, the material undergoes
a further abrupt spin transition to a fully LS phase at 155 K. Both
transitions are reversible on heating, with hystereses of c.a. 5 K
and 34 K for the low and high temperature steps respectively.

Single crystal diffraction data reveal that both steps in the
spin transition of 1b$bpe are accompanied by structural phase
transitions, with the fully HS and LS phases being isostructural,
and in each case all iron centres are equivalent. By contrast, the
diffraction pattern of the IP is characterized by supercell
reections, which result in a doubling of the unit cell volume,
indicative of a symmetry breaking phase transition as shown in
Fig. 6. There are two crystallographically distinct iron centres in
the IP, one of which is HS and the other LS, leading to long-
range ordering of –HS–LS– sites along the supramolecular
chains. In the IP, the 1D hydrogen-bonded chain structure
persists, but due to the symmetry breaking phase transition it is
neither AB nor CC-type, despite apparent similarities with both.
Each pair of coformers that bridge between the same two
cations are crystallographically distinct as in the case of CC-type
chains. However, adjacent pairs of coformers along the chain
are also crystallographically distinct, as in the case of AB-type
chains.
supramolecular chains.

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3176–3186 | 3181



Fig. 7 (a) Side-view of 2D layers of 1b$bpa in the HS state where all Fe
centres are identical (b) side-view of 2D layers of 1b$bpa in the LS state
where adjacent layers are non-equivalent. Different shades of blue
represent crystallographic equivalence of cations. Other colours are as
in Fig. 2. (c) Octahedral volume as a function of temperature derived
from single crystal diffraction measurements. Points shown in blue
correspond to measurements made on warming after flash freezing to
80 K. Where there are two independent cations in the LS state the
volume has been determined by an average of the two independent
values.
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Further detail regarding single crystal diffraction measure-
ments is provided in the ESI.† Small differences in the absolute
temperature of the transition measured using diffraction or
magnetometry methods are attributed to ensemble averaging
effects in the polycrystalline sample used for squid magne-
tometry and different regimes of cooling/heating between the
two measurements.

1b$azp. In an analogous manner to that observed for the
tetrauoroborate analogue, 1b$azp also crystallises as two
distinct cocrystal polymorphs, denoted 1b$azp(a) and
1b$azp(b). The two polymorphs visually appear very similar to
their analogues described above but occur in approximately
equal amounts during crystallisation. Unlike in the case of
1a$azp(a), it was possible to isolate a suitable sample of
1b$azp(a) for magnetometry analysis through seeding, as
described in the experimental section. Unfortunately it was not
possible to isolate a pure sample of 1b$azp(b) for magnetometry
measurements.

1b$azp(a) crystallizes in P�1 with AB ordering in the 1D
supramolecular chains. In general the structural and SCO
behaviour are very similar to those of the BF4

� analogue, with
a stepped SCO prole without observed structural phase tran-
sitions or symmetry breaking. The difference from the BF4

�

analogue is that the SCO in 1b$azp(a) is shied to higher
temperatures by approximately 100 K, with the high tempera-
ture step being centred around 298 K and the low temperature
step around 233 K. There is no hysteresis in the low temperature
step, but the high temperature step shows an asymmetry with
a more gradual prole and shi to higher temperature (309 K)
on heating.

The 1D supramolecular chains in 1b$azp(b) are of the CC
type and the structure crystallizes in the P21/n space group. The
cocrystal was analysed by SCXRD and found to be in the HS
state at 250 K. The crystal was cooled down slowly to 100 K, but
no evidence of SCO was observed. In the absence of a pure
sample to measure magnetometry data it is assumed that if
1b$azp(b) does undergo partial SCO as in the case of the 1a
analogue, it must occur below 100 K.

1b$bipy is the only material in the series to crystallise in the
LS state at room temperature, and shows a high symmetry form
of the AB-type 1D chain topology. Upon heating up to 400 K, no
evidence of SCO was observed using X-ray diffraction
measurements. On heating to approximately 430 K the crystal
changes colour from red to yellow, which is the typical colour
change observed on SCO in these materials. Unfortunately, this
colour change was accompanied by a severe deterioration in the
quality of the diffraction pattern and further analysis was not
possible. The SCO behaviour of the cocrystal was assessed using
SQUID magnetometry, which showed the crystal remains
essentially in the LS state between 0 K and 400 K, with a small
HS component. Regrettably it was not possible to measure
higher temperatures using magnetometry, but we are condent
that the material is SCO active and also undergoes an irrevers-
ible phase transition in an analogous manner to the 1a
analogue. The colour of the crystal on cooling from 430 K to
room temperature is very different from that observed prior to
heating, as shown in ESI Fig. S21.† The argument for the
3182 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3176–3186
presence of a high temperature SCO is supported in light of the
high temperature of the SCO observed in the analogous 1a$bipy
material and the fact that on moving from 1a to 1b, the SCO
shis 100 K higher in temperature for the azp(a) polymorphs,
which also show AB-type ordering.

1b$bpa crystallises in the P21 space group with one [Fe(3-
bpp)2]

2+ cation and two crystallographically distinct bpa
coformers present in the asymmetric unit. Each cation is
bridged to four others through the hydrogen bonded coformers,
resulting in 2D supramolecular sheets, with the same hydrogen-
bonding topology as those seen in the BF4

� analogue 1a$bpa,
despite the difference in crystallographic space group and
contents of the asymmetric unit. Differences in symmetry from
the 1a analogue result from different conformations of the
exible C2H4 linking moiety of the bpa coformer. Explicit
comparisons of the packing in 1b$bpa and 1a$bpa are shown in
the ESI Fig. S23.†

Magnetometry measurements indicate that this sample
shows an abrupt and reversible spin transition centred at 128 K
on cooling and 180 K on warming, resulting in a hysteresis of 50
K. Crystallographic investigations reveal a very abrupt transition
in single crystal samples (Fig. 7), but with a comparatively
smaller hysteresis of 30 K. We attribute these differences to
kinetic effects observed in this sample (vide infra). The spin
transition is accompanied by a crystallographic phase transi-
tion to a unit cell with double the volume and concomitant
twinning. The result is that adjacent 2D supramolecular layers
are no longer crystallographically equivalent, despite the fact
that both Fe atoms are in the LS state.

During investigation of the structural properties, it became
clear that ash freezing single crystals of 1b$bpa leads to
isolation of a metastable HS state as a result of thermally-
induced excited spin-state trapping (TIESST) effects, which
have previously been observed in solid solutions of 1a.45 The
metastable HS state recorded aer ash freezing the crystal
from room temperature to 80 K is isostructural with the thermal
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 9 Examples of (a) linear, rigid coformer (bpe), (b) linear, flexible
coformer (bpa) and (c) the bent dpds coformer.
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HS structure at higher temperatures. The metastable HS state
decays to the thermal LS ground state by 95 K on heating. We
attribute the asymmetry of the thermal transition curve
observed via magnetometry and small residual HS component
observed in those measurements to the close thermal proximity
of T1

2
on cooling and TTIESST, as has been discussed

previously.45,46

1b$dpds. In an effort to further explore the effect of the
geometry of the coformer on the supramolecular architecture,
a non-linear coformer, dpds, was also co-crystallised with 1b.
1b$dpds crystallises in the space group P3221, with half a [Fe(3-
bpp)2]

2+ cation and one dpds coformer in the asymmetric unit.
All investigated crystals showmerohedral twinning as described
in the cif. As expected, the topology of the hydrogen-bonding
network is very different from either the 1D chains or 2D
sheets described so far for the rigid and exible coformers
respectively. The non-linearity of dpds affords a 3D supramo-
lecular network of hydrogen bonding, as discussed above.
Analysis of structural data reveals that the sample remains in
the HS state until 80 K, which is attributed to the signicant
distortion of the FeN6 octahedron (Fig. 8) enforced by the dense
network of hydrogen-bonding. Distortion parameters for all
compounds can be found in ESI Table S16,† and clearly show
that the cation is signicantly more distorted in 1b$dpds than
in any of the other cocrystals. Distortion of the coordination
octahedron has been previously shown to affect the likelihood
for SCO in this family of [Fe(bpp)2]

2+ compounds,47,48 and thus
the distortion observed in 1b$dpds is attributed to the strain
induced to accommodate the bent dpds coformer.

Structure–property correlations

We attribute the difference in supramolecular architecture to
the difference in geometry and exibility of the coformer
molecules, examples of which are shown in Fig. 9. When 1a and
1b are co-crystallised with the rigid, linear coformers (bipy, bpe
and azp), they form innite 1D chains through hydrogen
bonding interactions. When the exible bpa coformer is used,
the cocrystals consist of 2D hydrogen-bonded sheets, while the
bent dpds coformer leads to a 3D hydrogen-bonded network
with 1b. Clearly changing the relative disposition of the two
hydrogen-bond acceptors on the dipyridyl coformers leads to
Fig. 8 Distortion of the [Fe(3-bpp)2]
2+ cation in the HS state structures

of 1b$dpds and 1b$bpa at 80 K. Both molecules are viewed down one
Fe–N{pyridine} bond.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a change in the supramolecular assembly. Careful choice of
coformers with specic geometries and properties (length,
degree of conjugation, exibility etc.) should lead to the ability
to design the supramolecular architecture to yield specic SCO
properties. It is clear however that many more examples of SCO-
cocrystals, along with computational modelling will be required
to achieve this goal.

Two of the cocrystals (1b$bpa and 1b$bpe) show remarkably
abrupt spin transitions, indicative of a high degree of cooper-
ativity within the structures. This is perhaps surprising when
considering the lower density of SCO centres in a SCO-cocrystal
than in the pure SCO material. However, the careful choice of
complimentary coformers ensures that SCO sites are linked
together through structure-directing hydrogen-bonding inter-
actions, providing a pathway for propagation of strain during
the SCO. In such cases, cooperativity can clearly be maintained
in SCO-cocrystals.

The 1D chain cocrystals can be categorized into two types, AB
and CC, depending on the crystallographic equivalence of
bridging coformers as described above. Those with AB-type
ordering of coformers (1a$azp(a), 1b$azp(a) and 1b$bpe) all
undergo stepped spin crossover. By contrast, those with CC-type
crystallographic ordering (1a$azp(b) and 1b$bpe) undergo
a variety of SCO behaviours, but are generally more gradual and
incomplete, or in the case of 1b$azp(b), do not show SCO
properties. This distinction is conrmed by 1a$bipy, which
shows stepped SCO when it has AB-type ordering, but changes
to a smooth, gradual and incomplete behaviour aer under-
going a structural phase transition to CC-type ordering. We
attribute the stepped SCO in AB-type chains to be the result of
the alternating pattern of interactions between coformer pairs
and SCO sites that occur along the chain, which give rise to two
different Fe–Fe distances. As all interactions between pairs of
coformers and SCO sites along the chain are equivalent for CC-
type chains, SCO proceeds in a single step. Clearly the relative
energies of the AB and CC-type ordering are very similar, as
evidenced by the formation of cocrystal polymorphs in the case
of the azp coformer, and the interconversion between ordering
types shown by 1a$bipy.

Most of the AB 1D chain cocrystals show a stepped SCO
behavior, but there are signicant differences in cooperativity,
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3176–3186 | 3183
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which is evidenced by the varying degrees of abruptness seen
among their SCO curves. In an effort to understand the different
degrees of cooperativity amongst this subset of cocrystals, we
have investigated the distortion of the [Fe(3-bpp)2]

2+ complex by
calculating the Q distortion parameter (see ESI Table S16†).49

Previous work has suggested that the extent of the distortion
seen in HS complexes is due to crystal packing effects and
intermolecular interactions within the structure that cause
strain.47,48,50 In this isostructural subset of cocrystals, the
differences in distortion of the cation must be attributed to the
choice of coformer.

In the cocrystal with the most abrupt transition, 1b.bpe, the
Q distortion parameter changes from 540.45� in the HS state to
313.53� in the LS state. This is a very signicant change in the
distortion and shape of the [Fe(3-bpp)2]

2+ complex and is
attributed to the rigidity of the bpe molecule. This large
difference in distortion between HS and LS states may also
explain why the SCO propagates so quickly throughout the
structure and generates an ordered intermediate phase. For the
1a$azp(a) and 1b$azp(a) cocrystals, the azp coformers appear
more conformationally exible than bpe. This results in
decreased distortion of the complex in the HS state compared to
1b$bpe, with Q distortion values of 478.25� and 483.71�

respectively in the HS state and values of 345.66� and 311.83�

respectively in the LS state. This decreased HS state distortion
means that the change in shape and distortion of these
complexes upon SCO is signicantly less than in 1b$bpe,
resulting in more gradual transitions.

It should be noted that the rationale for the differences in
cooperativity mentioned here are only applicable to the AB 1D
chain structures, as the propagation of SCO in different struc-
ture types will occur through unique cooperativity pathways. As
more examples of SCO-cocrystals are reported using this
methodology, the easier it will be to draw conclusions regarding
how the structural attributes of the coformer affect the switch-
ing properties of the cocrystal. Detailed work to computation-
ally model the strain propagation in these different types of
cocrystal would help to further rationalize the varying degrees of
cooperativity in these compounds, but is beyond the scope of
the present study.

In general, changing anion has a signicant effect on the
SCO behaviour of the material, but drawing generalized
conclusions for the [Fe(3-bpp)2]

2+ family of materials has been
complicated by the presence of differing degrees of solvation,
which result from the unsatised hydrogen-bond donors on the
pyrazole moieties. While the goal of this study is to explore the
effect of co-crystallisation, it is worth noting the effects of
moving from BF4

� to PF6
� in these cocrystal systems. A more

comprehensive overview of anion effects can be found else-
where.39,40,51,52 In the investigated series of cocrystals presented
here, the effect of moving from BF4

� to PF6
� is to stabilize the

LS state, either shiing the SCO to higher temperatures as in the
case of the a polymorph of the azo cocrystals, or inducing SCO
in PF6

� systems where the BF4
� analogue does not show SCO

effects (bpa cocrystals). Perhaps a useful step to simplify this
issue would be to use neutral SCO materials to remove the BF4

�

or PF6
� anions and thus reduce the number of components
3184 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 3176–3186
interacting in the solid state. The co-crystallisation approach
reported here may also provide a method for overcoming diffi-
culties associated with evaluating anion effects in materials
with unsatised hydrogen bond donors or acceptors. Coformers
have the ability to block the otherwise free hydrogen bond
donors of the 3-bpp ligand, inhibiting incorporation of solvent
molecules into the lattice and thus allowing a more direct
comparison across a series of unsolvated isostructural
analogues.

Conclusions and outlook

Co-crystallisation of [Fe(3-bpp)2]
2+ cations with dipyridyl

coformers causes the formation of a variety of supramolecular
architectures through self-assembly via hydrogen-bonding
interactions. The relative disposition of the coformers deter-
mines the hydrogen-bonding topology as well as the supramo-
lecular dimensionality of the resultant hybrid materials. The
SCO properties of the cation are modied dramatically by these
changes in crystal packing. Linear, rigid coformers produce 1D
supramolecular chains, exible coformers can lead to 2D sheets
and bent coformers can produce 3D networks of hydrogen
bonding in this specic system.

The number of commercially available potential coformers
with appropriate chemical functionality is vast and thus the
potential for discovery of new SCO materials, using only the
[Fe(3-bpp)2]

2+ cation is huge. Building a library of SCO-
cocrystals may allow the development of explicit correlations
between chemical properties of the coformer and physical
properties of the spin state switching, which can be further
applied in the design of new materials.

Thus, of even greater importance to the wider materials
science community is the potential for this strategy in the
discovery of new systems with specic switching properties. Co-
crystallisation can be applied to virtually any of the many
hundreds of known switchable molecular materials. Any SCO
material in which hydrogen bond donors and/or acceptors (or
indeed any suitable, supramolecular interaction) are present in
the structure can be a candidate for this approach. Using prin-
ciples that are already well-established in the co-crystals litera-
ture23 will allow identication of appropriate coformers to form
structure-directing supramolecular synthons. This imbues an
element of modularity in the design of new SCO materials that is
so far unprecedented. It does not require chemical modication
of the SCO component, making the materials discovery process
quicker, easier and cheaper, while also enhancing the potential
for rational design of systems with specic properties.

Probably the most exciting opportunity for this strategy, and
the direction of our current work lies in the design of multi-
functional materials, which has long been a goal in the eld of
SCO.53 The ability to rapidly screen through a series of func-
tional coformers makes the likelihood of nding hybrid systems
with exploitable emergent properties much greater. The ulti-
mate goal is the rational design of such materials via co-
crystallisation but achieving this will certainly require further
experimental and computational exploration of what is
possible.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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